
    

 

   Open windows and let in some fresh air.

   Ensure a comfortable air temperature.

   Spritz the air with a little gentle freshener (not strong air freshener!).

   Open blinds and curtains to let in natural light.

   Turn on internal lights for ambience.

   Check that the flowers, plants and fruit bowls are fresh and attractively arranged.

   Kitchens should be spotless with no dirty dishes in the sink.

   Wipe down bathrooms and close toilet lids.

   Buff up any chrome including taps to a shiny finish.

   Make beds and pick up any clothing and miscellaneous daily clutter.

   Plump and fluff all cushions and pillows, arrange throws.

   Contain pets and arrange to be out if at all possible.

   Contain children and arrange for as many of the family to be out

   Gentle music playing in the background sets a relaxing atmosphere for the viewers. 

   Avoid leaving any personal financial information or valuables in view.

   

Tips for conducting viewings
  

   Be relaxed and relatively smart (you are selling a lifestyle and not just a home).

   Greet the viewer(s) with a positive hand shake and a smile.

   Ask a few questions of them so that you can decide on relevant information such as area facilities.

   Ask what their buying position is and where they live currently. 

   Be prepared to answer questions about your home, locality, lo

   Consider giving a guided tour and then

   Allow the viewer(s) to enter the rooms first to 

   Keep a few of the property brochures available and check that they have one.

   Point out positive aspects of the property and locality as you guide them around.

   After the tour offer to sit down (with the best view) in order to ask any questions 

   Ask if they have any questions they would like to ask you.

   Ask what they think about the property... fe

 

   DON'T enter into negotiations on price.

stronger negotiating position and your

    DON'T indicate any rush to get a fast sale. This may endanger your 

  

 Good luck! However if you are uneasy about conducting viewings 
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Preparation for viewings 

Open windows and let in some fresh air.  

Ensure a comfortable air temperature.  

Spritz the air with a little gentle freshener (not strong air freshener!).  

to let in natural light.  

Turn on internal lights for ambience.  

Check that the flowers, plants and fruit bowls are fresh and attractively arranged.

Kitchens should be spotless with no dirty dishes in the sink.  

own bathrooms and close toilet lids.  

Buff up any chrome including taps to a shiny finish.  

Make beds and pick up any clothing and miscellaneous daily clutter.  

Plump and fluff all cushions and pillows, arrange throws.  

Contain pets and arrange to be out if at all possible. 

Contain children and arrange for as many of the family to be out as possible 

Gentle music playing in the background sets a relaxing atmosphere for the viewers. 

Avoid leaving any personal financial information or valuables in view. 

Tips for conducting viewings 

Be relaxed and relatively smart (you are selling a lifestyle and not just a home).  

Greet the viewer(s) with a positive hand shake and a smile. 

Ask a few questions of them so that you can decide on relevant information such as area facilities.

their buying position is and where they live currently.  

Be prepared to answer questions about your home, locality, local schools, and transport

and then leave them at the last room in the house to walk back 

(s) to enter the rooms first to enhance the feeling of space. 

Keep a few of the property brochures available and check that they have one. 

Point out positive aspects of the property and locality as you guide them around.

After the tour offer to sit down (with the best view) in order to ask any questions 

Ask if they have any questions they would like to ask you. 

Ask what they think about the property... feedback is useful. 

on price. Refer them back to your estate agent. This will give you 

and your estate agent can make all relevant checks in the meantime

to get a fast sale. This may endanger your negotiating position.

owever if you are uneasy about conducting viewings then talk to 
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Check that the flowers, plants and fruit bowls are fresh and attractively arranged.  

Gentle music playing in the background sets a relaxing atmosphere for the viewers.   

 

Ask a few questions of them so that you can decide on relevant information such as area facilities. 

and transport. 

leave them at the last room in the house to walk back around. 

Point out positive aspects of the property and locality as you guide them around. 

After the tour offer to sit down (with the best view) in order to ask any questions (over a cup of tea).  

your estate agent. This will give you a 

s in the meantime. 

g position.  

talk to your agent. 
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